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1. Introduction
üne of the eminent topics of the history of economic thought is the study
of the schools of thought that helped the development of economics. Among
these schools are the Physiocrats, the Classical economics, Marxist economics,
neoclassical economics, Austrian economics, and Monetarists. üne of the relatively new schools ofthought is the New Classical Economics (NCE). The NCE
has contributed in many signifıcant ways to the contemporary economics literature. The widespread interpretation ofthe term "new classical" is to describe the
ınany challenges to the Keynesian orthodoxy that prevailed in the 1960s. Some
of the NCE literature includes the concepts of rational expectations, the Lucas
critique, and the real business cycle theory.
The purpose of this article is to trace the development, evolution and influence of the NCE on our current thinking in a brief manner. In the second section, the origins of the NCE are examined through a brief survey of the introductory studies of Lucas and Rapping (1969), Lucas (1972a), Lucas ( l 972b), and
the extensions provided by Sargent and Wallace ( 1975), and Sargent and Wallace
( 1976). The third section is a survey of the main ideas which help to understand
the development of NCE. The surveyed ideas include rational expectations, the
Lucas critique, and real business cycle theory. These represent some ofthe main
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points of the NCE, though the scope of NCE is much wider. The fourth section
discusses the relationship between NCE and "old" classical economics and considers the debate between NCE and Keynesian economics in a briefmanner. The
fıfth section concludes with emphasis on the influence of the NCE in today's literature.

2. Origins of the New Classical Economics
The study of history of economics reveals examples of "schools of thought"
that emerged as a reaction to the dominant economic ideas or circumstances of
their times. However, it takes more than revolutionary ideas to gain the notion
of "a school of economic thought". Not only the ideas introduced by the school
ofthought should possess answers to the contemporary problems but they should
also stand challenges from theoretical and empirical standpoints.
Some of the examples of the dominant schools of thought start with the
classical economics that had become an orthodox and accepted body of doctrine
till the late nineteenth century. Marx, himself a classical economist, provided
the greatest challenge to the classical doctrine during the l 850s. This was followed by the dominance ofthe neoclassical economics till the Great Depression.
The Keynesian revolution offered solutions for the Great Depression while
switching attention to the analysis of demand management policies and govemment intervention. The declining popularity of Keynesian analysis due to stagnation brought Monetarism into the spotlight. But, their ideas fell short of providing answers to the problems Keynesian economics failed to address. This has
led the way to NCE, arguably the !ast school ofthought that has emerged in this
century 1•
In its simplest sense, NCE includes the ideas that arose as a reaction to the
Keynesian orthodoxy and the economic events of the 1960s. Hoover ( 1988)
describes three key tenets of new classical doctrine as: 1) Individuals base their
decisions regarding real variables, (i.e. consumption, savings) on real, not nominal or monetary factors. 2) These decisions continuously lead individuals to
equilibrium. That is, economic agents are consistent and successful optimizers,
depending on their available infonnation. 3) Individuals do not make systematic errors. Thus, the hypothesis of rational expectations holds.
The doctrine of rational expectations stands as the most important feature
of the NCE. in this respect, it is appropriate to start with the origins of rational
expectations while examining the origins of NCE.
'The relationslıip betwcen NCE and other schools ofthought (Neoclassical Economics, Monetarism, and
Keynesian economics) is discussed in section 4.
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2.1 Introduction of Lucas

Lucas is usually regarded as the founder ofthe NCE. However, the most
striking feature ofNCE, rational expectations, has its roots in the study by Muth
(196 I ). in his article, Muth describes the structure of expectations as,
"... Expectations .. . tend to be distributed, for the same information set, about the
prediction of the theory2." His analysis leads to three assertions: 1) Information
is scarce and economic systems make the best use of information, 2)
Expectations are formed in accordance with the structure that describes an economy, 3) Public predictions will have no substantial effects unless there is "inside"
information (Hoover, 1988). These assertions introduce the importance of the
information set. The widely accepted definition of the information set is that it
includes ali the exogenous variables, ali past values ofthe endogenous variables
and the structure of the model. Thus, individuals take into account ali available
information about past, present, and fu ture while making economic decisions.
Rather surprisingly, Muth's article has received little attention fora long
time. His rational expectations hypothesis seems more or less buried during the
1960s. Even Lucas and Rapping (1969) use adaptive expectations. However,
this article is usually regarded as the first "new classical" study. In their analysis of the labor market, Lucas and Rapping (1969) explain the fluctuations in
employment as the product of utility-maximizing choices of rational agents. It
is the transient fluctuations in the real wage level that generate fluctuations in
total employment. The starting point of Lucas and Rapping (1969) is the belief
in rather elastic short-run labor supply. Therefore, they attempt to unite the
short-run elasticity/ long-run inelasticity of the labor supply with ınonetarist equilibrium approach to unemployment. Although Lucas and Rapping (1969) provided empirical support for their theoretical frarnework, their analysis was
incomplete without the rational expectations hypothesis. This led to the studies
Lucas (1972a) and Lucas (1972b) that introduce the fundamental differences
which the existence of rational expectations hypothesis makes.
Lucas (l 972a) builds an economy around the systematic relationship
between the rate of change in nominal prices and the !eve! of real output. His
economy obeys the premises of the rational expectations hypothesis stated
above. The main contribution of Lucas (l 972a) is not only to employ the rational expectations hypothesis but also introducing the concept of continuous equilibrium that the NCE is based on. Defining mathematical functions on the space
of possible states of the economy, Lucas ( 1972a) us es the combination of con
' The different treatmeııts of fonnation of expectations before Muth ( ! 96 1) will be examined in greater
detai l in Section 3.1.
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tinuous equilibrium and rational expectations. The important outcome of Lucas
( 1972a) is that if people have perfect information money is neutral and there are
no deviations from the natura] rate hypothesis.
The analysis of Lucas (1972b) follows similar assumptions like Lucas
(I 972a). While testing the empirical validity of natura! rate hypothesis, Lucas
(l 972b) shows that rational economic agents would avoid making systematic
mistakes, because from their very nature, these mistakes are correctable. In this
sense, Lucas ( 1972b) proves that natura] rate hypothesis would not be compatible with adaptive or other mechanical hypotheses, contrary to the widespread
be li ef. Thus, the two articles by Lucas (l 972a and l 972b) introduce Muth's
rational expectations as an extension of methodological axiom: search optimizing solutions to economic probl ems. Their main theme is that expectations might
be incorrect but not systematically incorrect.
T hese studies introduce the origins of NCE. The rational expectations
hypothesis and the optimizing individuals that reach continuous equilibrium
through the decisions based on real facto rs form the important notions of the
NCE literature. The introductory studies ofLucas were immediately effective on
the work of other economists who shared similar views with Lucas. Some of
these economists provided extensions to NCE. Among others, the important
studi es that provide signifıcant extensions to NCE are by Sargent and Wallace
(1975), and Sargent and Wallace (1976).

2.2 Extensions of Sargent and Wallace
A long with Lucas, Sargent is also given credit as the founder of NCE. 3
Mai n contributions of Sargent are found in the articles that he co-authored with
Wallace (Sargent and Wallace, l 975, 1976). In these articles, Sargent and
Wallace raise several impoıtant issues, and establish NCE views on monetary
poli cy. üne ofthe important outcomes ofthese studies is the support for the policy ineffectiveness proposition. Thi s proposition is derived from the application
of the essential principles of new classicism (market clearing, rational expectations, and only real variables matter) to standard macroeconomic models. lt
argues that only unanticipated monetary shocks can have real effects, and that is
only possible in the short-run. Ifpeople have rational expectations, then they use
thei r know ledge ofthe monetary authority's policy rule to form their expectations
of future prices. Consequently, no matter what rate of growth of money stock the
authority chooses, it is impossible to trick individuals into incorrectly forecasting prices. As prices are assumed to clear the market quickly and there are no
' Sargent ( 1971) discusses the rationa l expectations hypothesis
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y tematic errors, the monetary policy is ineffecti e. Thus Sargent and Wallace

(1976) clarify the NCE position on the conduct ofmonetary policy. It is according to rules that the monetary policy should be conducted, not the discretion.
CE favors rules because the private sector is efficient in ascertaining the true
nature of policy and taking countervailing steps. It is also important to note that
argent and Wallace (1975) show evidence of empirical support for the monetarist's preference for targeting the stock of money rather than an interest rate.

3. Main ldeas Developing the New Classical Economics
There are various important ideas introduced by the NCE. However, the
development of NCE relies on three striking features . These are the rational
expectations, the Lucas Critique and the NCE views on the real business cycle
theory. A brief review of these concepts will underline the development process
ofNC E.

3.1 Rational Expectations
The incorporation of expectations into economic theory has long been recognized before NCE. Although Keynes treated expectations as exogenous, his
successors introduced different treatments of expectations. One of these is by
Cagan (1956) who forrnulated the adaptive expectations.• This hypothesis postulates that individuals use inforrnation on past forecasting errors to revise the
current expectations. Given t-1 xet is the value of the variable x at time t which
is expected by economic agents forrning expectations at the end of time t-1, the
adaptive expectations hypothesis is
,.ıx•, - ,.ıx ,.1 =
0

o: (x,_ı - ı-ıX'ı-ı)

where

O < o: < l

(1)

Jndividuals consider how well their forecast at the end of time t-2, ,./,.,,has
predicted the actual value,

X,., while fonnulating their expectations and revise

their forecast for x (one period la ter at time t) by some fraction, a, of the forecasting error at time t- 1. When this equation is modifıed, current expectations,
,/,, appear as a weighted average of past actual values of x in which the weights
have the simple property of geometric decline. This is the reason adaptive
expectations usually are defıned as the geometric distributed lag on past values
ofx.
The failure of adaptive expectations in explaining the economic problems
has led researchers to look for different treatments of expectations 5 • Soon the
' Another case is the static expectations, which can be s hown to be a s iınpl e case of adap ti ve expecıations,
was used by Ezekial ( 1938) in his Cobweb Theo reın .
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rational expectations hypothesis was introduced by Muth (1961). Rational
expectations depart from adaptive expectations by arguing that individuals avoid
making systematic errors. However, this does not meaı:ı that individuals invariably forecast accurately in a world where some random movements are
inevitable. The rational expectations assertion is that individuals' guesses about
the future must be correct on average if individuals are to remain satisfıed with
their expectation formation procedure. In this respect, rational expectations can
be expressed as
c

,x t+ I =

E

(,eı+ I

11.)

(2)

This formulation shows that the individuals make use of al! the information,
past, present, and future in their information set, /,, while forming expectations
about the future values of the variable x at time t, .".+ ı and the actual outcome is
,,+ ı .

Wh en there is no uncertainty and information is complete, rational expecta-

tions is defıned as the special case, "perfect foresight" . Not surprisingly, there
have been several criticisms of the rational expectations hypothesis6 . Begg
( 1982) classifies these under four categories:
l) Co mputational diffıculties: The derivation of rational expectations consists of examining the economy over ali future time. However, the sophisticated
nature of computational d iffıculties will mean most indi v iduals will be unable to
fo rm rational expectations due to lack of accurate infom1ation.
2) Sophisticated nature of the model: The rational expectations hypothesis
is built on sophisticated models. However, it is hard for individuals to capture
the true meaning of all these models. Thus, the precise nature of the model to be
used in forming expectations is usually diffıcult for individuals to conceive.
3) T he cost of acquiring information: Rational expectations hypothesis
assumes that individuals make use of al! the available information. However, it
is ambi guous whether the benefits of information would be more than its' costs.
Thus, individuals may be unwilling to acquire information to form rational
expectations.
4) Differential Information: Individuals might acquire information in certa in industries easier (and Iess costly) than information in other industries.
Therefore, it is possible to have sufficient disaggregation in information which
will lt;ad to different group of individuals to ha ve different information and for' See for exa ınple Mocligli aııi aııd Gruııberg (l 954).
• A ınoııg otlıers, see Tay lor ( 1975), Shiller ( 1978), Friedınaıı ( 1979), Fellner ( 1980),
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mulate different expectations.
De pite these objections, rational expectati ons hypothesis ha been a revoluı ionary step in the economic literature. Hoover (1988) argues th at believ ing in
rational expectations does not classify one as a "new cl ass ical " economist.
Rational expectations can be used to introduce endogenous expectation s into any
economic model7. However, the robu stness of such economi c models can be
questioned. This notion leads to the second striking feature of NCE, the Lucas
critique.

3.2 The Lucas Critique
The thesis of the Lucas ( 1976) critique is that because structural parameters
will probably change as economic policies change, econometric models are incapable to study al tema ti ve policy regimes . Lucas ( 1976) uses hi s proposition to
explain the conflict between "economic theory" and the "theoıy of economic policy", the latter being the use of macro-econometric models to forecast under
altemative policy assumptions.
In general terms, Lucas (1976) outlines the procedure of forecasters using
the theory of economic policy. Briefly, an economic model of the macroeconomy is built, the parameters of the model are estimated, and the estimated econometric model is used to forecast outcomes of alternative economic policies (by
way of changes in the exogenous variables). In this process, two features are
important; !) the role of theory is secondary (often theory is used to
explain/rationalize econometric relationships), and 2) forecasting accuracy in the
short run implies reliability of long term policy evaluation.
Lucas (1976) outlines three important points in econometric analysis. First,
econometricians take into account economic theory; however, they disregard significant details. Second, they rarely use ali the <lata available even though the
theory implies that more observations imply sharper estimates. Last, they use
pattems of recent errors to revise intercept estimates for forecasting purposes.
An altemative structure to "the theory" , which shares many of the same characteristics, is adaptive forecasting. In this method, the estimated parameters are
assumed to follow a random walk. Maximum likelihood estimation allows
greater weight to be assigned to more recent observations. Hence, Lucas ( 1976)
states that this method is better than "the theory" . However, the superiority of
adaptive forecasting proves that long-term forecasting based on econometric
models is meaningless with the forecast accuracy of adaptive forecasting demon' Some examples are Fischer (1977), and Phelps and Taylor (1977).
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strated. To prove his arguments, Lucas ( 1976) uses three specifıc examples,
Friedman's consumption function , a taxation and investment demand model, and
a model testing the effect on unemployment ofa permanent change in inflation.
The main conclusion of Lucas ( 1976) is that when policy regime changes,
individuals will change their expectations. Any econometric model that fails to
account for the change of expectations or accounts for such a change in some
mechanical or non-rational form is likely to break down .
Lucas critique is usually regarded as the most formidable challenge ever
made to the legitimacy of econometrics applied to macroeconomics. Its main
intention was to demonstrate the invalidity of the use of traditional econometric
models for any serious analysis ofa policy. The intluence of Lucas critique can
be classifıed in two different responses. First, with the approach, developing
new classical microfoundations in order to generate theoretically sound identifying restrictions (Hansen and Sargent, 1980, Sargent, 1981 ). Second, with the
approach, viewing the Lucas critique as a caution rather than a deep objection
depending on the argument that regime changes are rare (Sims, 1982).

3.3 Real Business Cycle Theory
ünce the rational expectations hypothesis and Lucas critique contributed
signifıcantly to the development ofNCE, the attention has turned to the answers
NCE were seeking for the explanation of contemporary problems. This meant
the analysis of business cycles. In this sense, the third striking feature of the
NCE is the analysis of the real business cycle (RBC) theory models 8 •
RBC theory is an area of modern macroeconomics that is for many reasons
widely debated. The reason for this is that the theory and models used by economists take very defınitive positions on several points that make up the crux of
what macroeconomics is ali about. Long standing controversies over issues such
as the stability ofa competitive economy, the effects of money on the economy,
the division between micro and macro economics comes into play in real business cycle theory models.
RBC theory models share several characteristics. The first is summarized
by Lucas (1977), when he states, " ... one exhibits understanding of business
cycles by constructing a model in the most literal sense: a fully articulated artificial economy which behaves through time so as to imitate closely the time series
" Although ana lysis of busi ness cycle is not originated by NCE, new classica l economists interpret the
explanation of business cyc les as the ceııtral unso lved problem for NCE. 91
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b ha ior of actua l economies." Luca ( 19 O) e laborate on thi s arg ument as,
"The more <limen ion on whi c h the mode l mimic the a n wers actual economies
give ıo imple que tio ns, the more we trust it an wers to harder questions .. .A
good model, from thi s poi nt of view, wi ll not be exactly more "rea l" than a poor
one, but will provide better imitation . " Hence, RB C theory models are not
meant to be exact replicas of the actual economy but rather to see ifa specific
framework and approach to modeling a n economy w ill result in si milar behavior that one observes occurring in real world eco nomies.
Another main characteristic of RB C mode ls is that they deri ve from the
neoclass ical gro w th theory model. Prescott (J 986) states that the neoclass ical
growth mode l of Solow and Swan can be used to generate economic time series
of important economic aggregates foran artifıc ial economy. Also obtained from
growth theory is an equation for evolution of the capital stock.
The third major characteristic of RB C model is that they are grounded in
microeconomic theory as optimization and a general equilibrium approach are
used to build the model economy (Kydland and Prescott, 1982)
Two other characteristics that are central to the RBC theory models are the
technology shocks and the superneutrality of money. Technology shocks are the
main source for cyclical variations in the model economies. Kydland and
Prescott (1982) use a technology shock that is a mixture of white noise and random walk components. In Nelson and Plosser (1982), the technology shock is a
Markov process. These shocks are estimated as residuals in fitting the production function to actual <lata and are propagated throughout the economy by a
process of intertemporal substitution of la bor and consumption. In general, the
estimation results have been favorable to the RBC models, and thus, RBC models replace the traditional statistical tests done for other types of models. On the
other hand, the superneutrality of money forms an important part of RBC models. According to RBC models, the money stock is endogenous to business cycle
fluctuations. The correlation of money supply to output is exp lained as a reaction on the part of those within the banking sector to aggregate fluctuation s in
technology and preferences.

RBC models are popular because they are useful as they illustrate how a
competitive economy can experience business cycle without the necessity of
rigidities in wage structures or monetary shocks. Business cycles are a natura!
part ofthe economy in these models which result from shocks to technology and
changes in intertemporal substitution within households . Hence, it is possible to
match or come close to mimicking several important features of the economy
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with such a model which has no nominal variables.
The above analysis of RBC model s included examples of studies from
economists who are usually regarded as "new classical". The original analyses
of business cycles are an important aspect of NCE. The broad division of the
new classical school between advocates of monetary models and real models of
the business cycle is built on differences over the original sources offluctuations.
RBC models have been defined to be those models that reject the influence of
money on output and other aggregates (McCallum, 1986). However, advocates
of RBC model s accept the influence of money on output in principle
(Eichenbaum and Singleton, 1986, Eichenbaum, 1990). The commonly used
distinction between RBC models and monetary business cycle models is, monetary models argue that appropriate monetary policy would eliminate the source
of cyclical fluctuations, while real models predict that cycles are endemic and
would continue even if the money stock was held to a constant growth rate.

4. Relationship between New Classical Economics and Other Schools
The above sections traced the origins of the NCE as well as briefly surveying the ideas that helped the development ofNCE. ünce, the key tenets ofNCE
are described, one should examine the relationship between NCE and other
schools ofthought. It is possible to analyze the relationship by comparing NCE
with the "old" classical economics (everything termed classical before NCE),
and the Keynesian economics. Hence, this section evaluates the reasons why the
NCE is termed as NCE.

4.1 New Classical Economics and Old Classical Economics
As the Keynesian revolution was the dominant school of thought in l 950s
and l 960s, the old classical analyses were widely refuted. The signifıcant
notions of classical analysis, the quantity theory of money and monetary neutrality, were disregarded. However, those who supported the quantity theory of
money were termed "Monetarists", led by Milton Friedman. There were two distinct features of Monetarism: a belief that markets clear in the long-run, and
money dominates prices and nominal income, thus inflation is always and everywhere a monetary phenomenon (Friedman, 1968). Beside, the distinction
between the short run and the long run was very important for Monetarism. In
this regard, monetarists preferred to apply a Marshallian partial equilibrium
approach. NCE was actually characterized as a radical monetarism at its earlier
stages. However, NCE is methodologically distinct from Monetarism, and the
Austrian school, with which it is associated sometimes.
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The main distinction of NCE from the Monetari st analysis is that NCE
relie on genera l equilibrium analys is, whereas Monetarism opts fo r the partial
equi librium approach. Friedman (1949) argues that Walrasians see theory asa
cornprehensive forma! stıucture to be judged on one hand by its abstractness,
generality and mathematical elegance, and on the other hand by the accuracy of
its assumptions as a photographic description and not by the correctness of its
predictions. So, a Walrasian theory cannot be used as a tool because its comprehensiveness prevents one from focusing on a manageable bit of reality, ignoring
or surnmarizing those parts whose influence on the problem at hand is small.
Thus, Friedman appreciates the Walrasian analysis; however, he does not expect
ıo obtain useful predictions from it (Friedman, 1955). The NCE uses general
equilibrium analysis. in addition, NCE criticize their own theory in a Walrasian
rnanner. Despite these contradictory views, Friedman regards rational expectations as a useful modeling strategy. However, both schools offer different analysis along the way while reaching similar results at the end. This is observed in
the analysis ofthe Phillips curve, in the rules vs. discretion analysis, and the neutrality of money.
Another school that NCE is closely related to is the Austrian school. Both
schools use business eyde models, however, there are striking differences. First,
Austrian model is incompatible with the rational expectations and perfectly
clearing rnarkets. Second, the structure of the Austrian model is rich in detail,
sharply contrasting the sparse stıucture of the new dassical models. Third, new
classical models employ a representative agent, imposing the notion that agents
are essentially alike, whereas Austrian school treats each agent as unique. Last,
new classical business eyde models assume that capital is homogenous, while
Austrian models treat it as a heterogeneous collection of specific producers'
goods.
Although NCE employs some aspects ofthe neoclassical doctrine like laissez faire and the concept of equilibrium, in general NCE differs from the "old"
classical schools by its emphasis on expectations, the analysis of real business
cycles, and the notion of continuous equilibrium.

4.2 New Classical Economics and Keynesian Economics
Keynesian economics has been the orthodox view in the l 950s and l 960s.
However, Keynesian dominance of macroeconomics ended because of two factors: First, the theoretical factor, the absence of microfoundations for Keynesian
rnacroeconomics. Second, the practical factor, the breakdown of the Phillips
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curve (Hoover, l 988).
the NCE rejects many fundamental principles of Keynesian econorni cs
(Lucas and Sargent, 1980). In responding to Okun's (1970) appreciation of
Keynesian demand management policies, Lucas and Sargent ( 1978) explain the
NCE view as, "NCE theory predicts that there is no way that the monetary
authority can follow a systematic activist policy and achieve a rate of output that
is on average higher over the business cycle than would occur if it simply adopted a no feedback, x-percent rule of the kind Friedman and Simons recommended."
Keynesian economics and NCE share the common views that the steady
state inflation is closely related to the rate ofmoney supply growth and that rnonetary policy is incapable of affecting the equilibrium rate of unemployment or
rate of growth of output. The disagreement between Keynesian economics and
NCE appear in issues like, 1) the macrodynamics of unemployment, inflation
and rate of growth of output between steady states, and 2) the effects of fiscal
policy upon the characteristics of steady state (Stein, 1983).
As the rational expectations hypothesis is the most striking feature of NCE,
NCE dislikes Keynesian view of treating expectations exogenous. The continuous equilibrium notion of NCE is in sharp contrast with the special case of equilibrium within Keynesian economics.

5. Conclusion
This paper has traced the origins and development of the last dominant
school of economic thought in the 20th century, NCE. The NCE relies on three
tenets: The idea of rational expectations, the continuous equilibrium of the economic agents as a result of their consistent and successful optimization, and the
notion that economic agents' decision are based only on real factors . The contemporary effects of NCE are found in many studies using the dominant thernes
of new classical analysis like the hypothesis of rational expectations, the Lucas
critique, the real business cycle concept, and the notion of optimization of economic agents. The true impact ofthe NCE on the economics literature has been
to revolutionize our current thinking of the structure of an economy artd the associated dynamics. The ideas advocated by the NCE presented us an altemative
approach to the problems that the world economies faced in the 1970s and 1980s.
It is rather ambiguous (and ambitious) to predict the ultimate effects ofthe NCE
on the science of economics. However, one could argue that the NCE has contributed signifıcantly in bridging the gap between economics and econometrics.
Beside, the microfoundations of macroeconomics ha ve been established. In this
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n e, CE welcomes the 21st century as the dominant school in the profession
of econornics.
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